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material on using and enjoying Twitter.” 
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“ OMGPONIES!!!! I love everything about this 
book—size, look and feel, format, and especially 
the content. You really captured the heart and soul 
of what it means to use Twitter. And the book is 
brain-friendly too!”

— Kathy Sierra 
Cognitive learning expert &  
co-creator of the Head First series

“ Twitter appears so simple, but it has nearly limitless 
ways to be applied to personal communication, 
business relationships or even ‘mind reading.’ 
This book can help the novice get up to speed 
or advanced users refine their tools, dialog, and 
listening skills.” 

— Jeremiah Owyang 
Web strategist

“ As easy to grasp as a tweet, this book cuts through 
the tiresome twitterhype and delivers a bunch of 
sensible, down-to-earth material on using and 
enjoying Twitter.” 

— Cory Doctorow 
Co-editor of Boing Boing 
(boingboing.net) and author of 
Little Brother

“ The Twitter community is, at its heart, filled with 
passionate people engaged in conversations. It’s 
just like Main Street USA. However, culturally, 
Twitter is its own country with its own language. Its 
various conventions like DMs and hashtags sound 
more like retro phrases from the 1960s than the 
underpinnings of one of the largest social networks 
on the Web today. However, with a quick study, 
anyone can jump in, engage and accomplish her 
goals. With The Twitter Book, Sarah Milstein and 
Tim O’Reilly give you everything you need to get 
started while leaving just enough for you to explore 
on your own. It’s an terrific resource that I am 
recommending to all of our clients and anyone else 
who is curious about Twitter.” 

— Steve Rubel 
SVP/Director of Insights,  
Edelman Digital

“ Once again, O’Reilly has put together a great, 
comprehensive primer. If you’re ready to dive into 
the world of Twitter, I highly recommend this book!” 

— Tony Hsieh 
CEO, Zappos
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What is Twitter? Why is it so popular? And how can its 140-character 
messages be a serious—and effective—way to boost your business? This 
book answers all of those questions and many more. A friendly, full-color 
guide, The Twitter Book is packed with helpful examples, solid advice, 
and clear explanations guaranteed to turn you into a Twitter power user.  

Co-written by two widely recognized Twitter experts, this book will  
help you:

>  Use Twitter to connect with colleagues, customers, family, and friends

>  Stand out on Twitter
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>  Build a critical professional communications channel with Twitter—
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Tim O’Reilly (@timoreilly), founder and CEO of O’Reilly Media, has 
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Sarah Milstein (@SarahM) frequently writes, speaks, and teaches about 
Twitter; she was the 21st user of Twitter. 
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from public figures you admire.  
No other communications channel 
can match its capacity for real-time, 
person-to-person broadcasting.”

   — David Pogue 
NY Times tech columnist  
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Tim O’Reilly is the founder and CEO of O’Reilly 
Media, Inc., thought by many to be the best com-
puter book publisher in the world, and an activist 
for open standards. O’Reilly Media also publishes 
online through the O’Reilly Network and hosts 
conferences on technology topics, including the 
O’Reilly Open Source Convention, the O’Reilly 
Emerging Technology Conference, the Web 2.0 
Summit, the Web 2.0 Expo, and the Gov 2.0 
Summit. Tim’s blog, the O’Reilly Radar, “watches 
the alpha geeks” to determine emerging technolo-
gy trends, and serves as a platform for advocacy 
about issues of importance to the technical com-
munity. For everything Tim, see tim.oreilly.com. 

Sarah Milstein (@SarahM)
Sarah Milstein frequently writes, speaks and 
teaches on Twitter. She is also cofounder of 
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 2  #TwitterBook

The hashtag for this book is #TwitterBook
Hashtag? Whaaat?

A hashtag is a term, prefixed by the # symbol, that helps people categorize messages in 
Twitter. In Chapters 1 and 3, we explain how they work and how you can use them in a 
bunch of cool ways.

If you’re already comfortable with hashtags, we encourage you to use this 
one if you want to twitter about our book. We’ll be excited to see messages about 
how the book has helped you, but we truly welcome posts that point out things we can 
improve or add. If we use your tip in a future edition, we’ll credit you, so don’t hold back! 3 
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Introduction
In March 2006, a little communications service called Twttr debuted. It began as a side 
project at a San Francisco podcasting company, but it wasn’t long before the side project 
became the main event. 

Today, just three years later, Twitter is booming. The service has more than 10 million avid 
users, its web traffic was up nearly 131 percent from February to March 2009,* and unique 
visitors grew 1382 percent from February 2008 to February 2009.† You read that right: 
1382 percent.

This book will help you understand what happened in between—the ways Twitter is 
useful and addictive and unlike any other communications service—and 
how you can tap that power. 

* Comscore, April 2009 (http://www.comscore.com/blog/2009/04/breaking_news_and_making_news.html); web traffic is 
only part of the picture for Twitter, because they get a significant amount of traffic from their API and some from SMS

† Nielsen NetView, February 2009 (http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/online_mobile/twitters-tweet-smell-of-success)
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What is Twitter?
Twitter is a messaging service that shares a lot of characteristics with communication tools 
you already use. It has elements that are similar to email, IM, texting, blogging, RSS, social 
networks and so forth. But a few factors, particularly in combination, make Twitter unique:

Messages you send and receive on Twitter are no more than 140 characters, or about the 
length of a news headline. That means they’re really easy to write and read.

Messages on Twitter are public, like blog posts, and you don’t have to give people 
permission to see what you’ve written. That means you can readily meet new people 
on Twitter.

The messages are opt-in, and people choose to get a stream of others’ messages. (On 
Twitter, this model is called “following.”) That means you have to be interesting, or 
people will choose not to get your updates.

You can send and receive the messages via a variety of mechanisms, including mobile 
phones, PCs, websites and desktop programs, and they’re distributed in real time. That 
means that Twitter can fit with nearly anyone’s workflow. 

When you add all that together, and you throw in a dose of the friendliness common on 
Twitter today, you get a powerful and appealing communications platform that turns out to 
be highly useful for a slew of personal and professional needs. 

7 
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What’s Twitter good for?  
Ambient intimacy
Twitter poses the question, “What are you doing?” Sometimes, people answer pretty 
dutifully. So they’re eating bacon for lunch, catching up on email run amok or cleaning the 
tub. Because they can send updates not only from their computers but from their mobile 
phones, too, people also report that they’re ordering a triple double at In-N-Out Burger, 
sitting in traffic on Route 1 or boarding a plane for Omaha. 

Although status updates like that may sound mundane, people on Twitter have found that 
becoming aware of what your friends, family and colleagues are doing (without having to 
respond) leads to a lightweight but meaningful connection, sometimes called 
“ambient awareness” or “ambient intimacy,” a term coined by Leisa Reichelt (@leisa). 

Tim on ambient intimacy: I see my brother James every couple of months, talk to him 
about as often, always wish for more. Through Twitter, I follow him every day. Of course, 
we have shared context that others may miss. Naturally, he tears up at a space launch: 
when we were kids we used to pray each night for a UFO to come down in our backyard. 
And it’s great to know that he’s got an exterminator in to deal with the biting spiders that 
kept me from staying over last time I visited. I know, as few do, that his background is a 
photo from my father’s grave in Ireland. 

Sarah on ambient intimacy: My brother and his wife had a baby recently, and part of 
the joy for me is seeing my parents become utterly smitten grandparents. Little messages 
about their experiences make me feel a lot closer than the 3,000 miles that separate us.  
(The DDOJ is the Daily Dose of Jack—photos of my nephew that family sends every day.)

9 
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What’s Twitter good for?  
Sharing news and commentary
But ambient intimacy isn’t the only thing Twitter turns out to be good for. As the service has 
gained users, people are using it more and more to talk about what they’re reading, 
watching, listening to and thinking about—often with links to the good stuff. Twitter has thus 
become a key player in the attention economy, distributing ideas and comments 
about what people care about and what they have expertise in. 

11 
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What’s Twitter good for?  
Breaking news and shared experiences
Twitter is the world’s real-time newspaper. In January 2009, within minutes of the US Airways 
plane landing in the Hudson River, a nearby ferry passenger had twittered a picture and 
comment—scooping the professional news media on a story happening in their own 
backyard. 

Twitter has also turned out to be one of the world’s best seismograph, as people twitter en 
masse about earthquakes the instant they happen. The blue line on the chart shows twittering 
about the July 2008 earthquake in Los Angeles, along with the first mainstream media 
announcement. What Obi-Wan Kenobi said first in Star Wars—”I felt a great disturbance in 
the Force, as if millions of voices suddenly cried out”—Twitter has now made true.

The service has thus become a great tool for sharing common experiences. Those 
include not only emergencies, like natural disasters and terrorist attacks, but also organized 
events, like conferences and concerts. While a surge of messages on Twitter can break news, 
the individual posts help people verify what’s happening, connect with resources, and, during 
emergencies, let others know whether they’re safe. 
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What’s Twitter good for? Mind reading
Whether you have an account on Twitter or not, the site’s search service is an amazing 
mind-reading tool, letting you see not just what individuals are thinking 
about, but what groups are focusing on, too. 

A well-honed search can reveal how other people feel about your company, your latest 
public talk and your favorite TV show. The ten trending topics that appear on the search 
page and change constantly give you insight into the things a lot of people find important at 
any given moment. 

Key to this element of Twitter is that the search results update in real time. Here you can see 
two recent Tuesday morning searches. We took the top screenshot as Obama was 
wrapping up a speech; the 191 new results showed up within less than a minute. In the 
bottom screenshot, the fresh results took about ten minutes to accumulate.
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What’s Twitter good for?  
Business conversations
Finally, Twitter is emerging as a key business channel, letting companies engage with 
customers, partners and other constituents in a direct way that’s both personal and public—
something no other medium allows.

Businesses are monitoring what people think of their products, responding to customer 
service requests, having conversations with stakeholders and making money through 
creative promotions of various kinds.

Celebrities, themselves mini-businesses, are engaging with their fans in new ways. Consider 
Shaquille O’Neal’s “Random Acts of Shaqness,” in which he uses Twitter to connect with 
fans in person before games. (On second thought, at 7’1” and more than 700,000 Twitter 
followers, we’re not sure you can refer to Shaq as a “mini” anything.)

That covers just a few of the biggest uses of Twitter. So far. In the last few months, Twitter’s 
growth has become exponential. That’s not just the number of users, but also clever new 
uses for the platform and amazing third-party tools. You’ll come up with new uses yourself. 
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CHAPTER 1 | Get Started
Twitter lives a dual life. On the one hand, it’s a simple service. Besides letting you share and 
read very short messages, it has few bells and whistles. On the other hand, it can be 
surprisingly hard to figure out. The screens aren’t particularly intuitive, and the jargon and 
symbols are obscure. Even more vexing, it’s not clear at first why people are so enthusiastic 
about Twitter. What makes it fun? Useful? Revolutionary?

In the Introduction, we showed you a few great uses for Twitter. In this chapter, we help you 
get set up and explain some key ways to communicate successfully on the service. We also 
decode the most common jargon and symbols. (By the way, if you need a version of Twitter 
that works with assistive technologies, try Accessible Twitter  
[http://accessibletwitter.com]).

Of course, listening to others is one of the things Twitter is best for—and you don’t need an 
account to do it. If you’re all about tuning into the buzz, skip ahead to Chapter 2.
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that works with assistive technologies, try Accessible Twitter  
[http://accessibletwitter.com]).

Of course, listening to others is one of the things Twitter is best for—and you don’t need an 
account to do it. If you’re all about tuning into the buzz, skip ahead to Chapter 2.
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Sign up
Signing up takes just a few minutes. Head to Twitter (http://twitter.com) and click the Get 
Started button. 

The first screen you see looks like the one here. The key pieces here are the name boxes. In 
the Full Name box, type your actual name (or your company name, if this is a corporate 
account). The Username box is where you add your account name—the one everybody on 
Twitter will know you by (like The_Real_Shaq or Pistachio or timoreilly). For the 
username, try to find one with the fewest number of characters possible; that 
becomes important as soon as people want to refer to you or repost your comments and find 
that your username is taking up several of their 140 characters.

After you fill out the rest and click “Create my account,” Twitter walks you through another 
few steps to find your friends on the service and suggest people you might want to follow. 
Following is described later in this chapter. 

Turn the page for quick tips on fleshing out your account so that other people find  
it appealing.
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Quickly create a compelling profile
As soon as you create an account on Twitter, people can—and often will—start checking out 
your page, particularly if you follow them first. So before you start clicking around, 
spend three minutes setting up your profile. To get to the account page, head to 
the upper-right corner of your Twitter home page, and then click Settings (on some accounts, 
the link is below your account name). 

When you get to the screen that looks like this, adjust the time zone, and then type in a URL 
that helps people learn more about you. It can be your blog, website, LinkedIn profile, 
etcetera.

Now comes the fun part: the Bio box, which gives you just 160 characters to tell your life 
story. Some people do it with a series of words or phrases, like David Pogue: “Tech 
columnist, NY Times; CNBC tech dude; Missing Manuals creator, dad of 3!” Some people 
tell a little story, like Miriam Salpeter: “As a career coach and resume writer, I encourage, 
enlighten and empower job seekers by offering job hunting and networking tips, 
interviewing advice and more.” 

Next, fill out your location (if you don’t, you’ll show up in fewer search results). Finally, if  
you want to keep your messages private, click “Protect my updates.” (Most people leave 
them public.) When you’re done, click Save.

One last step: head to the Picture tab and upload a photo, drawing or logo. Nothing says, 
“I'm a newbie and maybe a spammer” like the default icon.
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Understand what “following” means
With the exception of accounts that have been protected, messages on Twitter are public. 
Like blog posts, anyone can see them. But the way nearly everyone sees other people’s 
messages is by choosing to get a stream of the updates from people they’re interested in. 
On Twitter, the opt-in model is called following. Here you can see that more than 2,000 
people have chosen to follow Kat Meyer.

When you follow somebody, you receive a message every time he updates. When 
somebody follows you, he receives your message every time you update. Unlike a lot of 
social software, however, following on Twitter is what geeks call asymmetric. That is, you 
don’t have to agree to follow each other in order to see somebody’s 
messages.

There are two key implications of this model:

1. Because you don’t have to verify each other, you’re much more likely on Twitter than 
other social networks to find people you don’t already know. That makes the site good for 
professional networking. 

2. If you aren’t interesting, people will unfollow you, or they’ll never follow you in the first 
place. The opt-in arrangement means that Twitter rewards interestingness. Use your 140 
characters wisely.
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Get suggestions for cool people to follow

Twitter doesn’t make much sense unless you’re following interesting people. If you find 
yourself wandering around the site, wondering what everyone’s so excited about 
and where all the people are, it’s time to get suggestions for people to follow.

Click Find People, and then head to the Suggested Users tab. There you’ll find a beefy list of 
people and companies that Twitter finds interesting. After you’ve followed a few, your 
account page will look like this—with incoming messages from the people you’re now 
following.

In Chapter 2, we describe some good third-party tools you can use to find great followees. 29 
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Twitter from the road
Part of Twitter’s beauty is that you can send and receive messages from your desktop and 
from your mobile phone—meaning Twitter goes where you go. Many people find that 
because their status changes a lot when they’re out and about, SMS updates on the 
phone are a natural fit. 

To set up your phone for sending, head to Settings → Devices and type in your phone 
number. If you want to receive messages on your phone, too, make sure you select the little 
box for this option. Your mobile carrier will charge you standard text-messaging rates for 
Twitter updates, so keep an eye on volume. (As we describe in Chapter 5, you can specify 
which of your followees’ messages you get on your phone.)

To post a message from your phone in the US, use the code 40404. In Canada, use 
21212. In the UK, Vodafone users can text to the local UK Vodafone short code 86444; 
people on all other UK carriers should use +44 7624 801423. In Sweden, use: +46 737 
494222. In Germany, use +49 17 6888 50505. Anywhere else, use +44 7624 801423.

To help make your phone use more efficient, Twitter has created a handful of commands you 
can use. Those shown here are from the Twitter help pages. For a complete list, head to 
http://help.twitter.com → Getting Started → The Official Twitter Text Commands. 

Of course, if you use an iPhone or BlackBerry, you can skip the SMS geekery by using one 
of the sleek mobile Twitter clients described in Chapter 2. Not only are they easier and more 
fun, they also save you SMS charges.
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This unusually helpful sentence, 
including all of the spaces and all of 
the punctuation, is precisely one 
hundred and forty characters long.
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The secret to linking in Twitter
The instant you try to post a link on Twitter, you realize that most URLs don’t come 
close to fitting in your 140-character limit—especially if you’ve actually said 
anything in the message. The good news is that you can get help from an array of URL 
shorteners, services that take a URL and shrink it down to somewhere between 11 and 
approximately 30 characters.

If you post a link from the Twitter website or your phone, Twitter itself will automatically use 
TinyURL to shorten your link. That’s handy, but a few other services are built in the major 
Twitter clients (described in Chapter 2) and offer more sophisticated shortening features.

Two of our favorites are Bit.ly (http://bit.ly), which lets you customize short URLs and track 
click-throughs, and Is.gd (http://is.gd), which doesn’t offer tracking but does make your 
URLs really, really short.

For a service that hints at the underlying domain (for example, http://oreilly.twi.bz/b), try 
Twi.bz (http://twi.bz).
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Join a conversation:  
the hashtag (#) demystified
People new to Twitter find hashtags among the most confusing aspects of the system. But it’s 
one of the most useful conventions, and it’s actually a simple idea, worth getting 
your head around. 

Because there’s no way on Twitter to categorize a message or to say, “All these messages 
are about the same event,” users created an ad hoc solution: When somebody wants to 
designate related messages, they come up with a short term and prefix it with the # symbol. 
(In programmer-speak, that symbol is a hash mark, and the term is a tag; thus “hashtag.”) 
Then others add the hashtag to messages about that topic.

Hashtags serve many purposes. Perhaps the most common is denoting events, like Module 
Midwest Digital Conference (#module09, shown in this shot from Hashtags.org). But 
increasingly popular are tags that signify messages from a group of people, like #tcot, 
shown here, which stands for “top conservatives on Twitter.” Twitter memes also show up 
often, like #FollowFriday, shown here and described in Chapter 4 (the #follow tag is a 
variation). The #fb tag here is interesting: it’s part of the way you can cross-post messages to 
Facebook, described in Chapter 5. In Chapter 3, we offer ideas on using hashtags yourself.

To see messages categorized with a hashtag, head to Twitter search (http://
search.twitter.com, detailed in Chapter 2) and run a query for your term. Hashtags.org 
(http://hashtags.org) also shows popular hashtags and some stats on their usage. Tagalus 
(http://tagal.us) and What the Trend (http://whatthetrend.com, described in Chapter 2) 
can help you figure out what a particular hashtag is about.
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Key Twitter jargon: tweet
A lot of Twitter conventions and jargon—perhaps most—have come from users rather 
than from the company. The language around the service is no exception, and “tweet” 
is a perfect example. 

A term created by users, “tweet” refers to a single Twitter post. The term is also sometimes 
used as a verb, as in, “We’re live-tweeting the four-hour wait at Pizzeria Bianco.”

Trivia: Twitter itself didn’t incorporate the term “tweet” into its site until three years after the 
service started.
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Key Twitter jargon: retweet
“Retweeting” is one of the silliest-sounding terms floating around Twitter. But don’t be fooled, 
because it’s also one of the most important. 

Retweeting is simply the act of reposting somebody else’s cool or insightful or helpful tweet 
and giving them credit. Retweets (or RTs) help important messages work their way around 
Twitter. They also suggest esteem: when you RT somebody else, you implicitly say, “I respect 
you and your message.” Indeed, as we discuss in Chapter 2, being retweeted a lot can be 
a sign of influence on Twitter.

In addition, as we describe on the last page, when you use the @ symbol to refer to 
somebody else on Twitter—always part of a retweet—you automatically create a link to his 
account. Retweeting is thus part of the network system on Twitter, and it’s not unlike 
bloggers’ linking to another blog.

In Chapter 3, we give you a bevy of tips on retweeting clearly and classily. 
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http://twtvite.com


Twitter jargon: Fail Whale
Twitter has grown quickly. As a consequence of that success, the service conks out often. 
How often? Frequently enough to have its own logo for downtime. Infamously known 
as the “Fail Whale,” it appears on the screen when Twitter is over capacity. 

Little-known fact: the whale was designed by Yiying Lu, who posted it to iStockPhoto, where 
Twitter co-founder Biz Stone came across it. Lu has since taken the image down from 
iStockPhoto, but you can see more of her illustrations at http://yiyinglu.com.
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Try it for three weeks or  
your money back—guaranteed!
People often say that they dip into Twitter once or twice and don’t get it. Which is 
understandable since the real value of Twitter becomes evident only after you’ve followed  
a few accounts for a while and have absorbed their rhythms. 

If you’re having trouble seeing what all the fuss is about, try this tactic: 
follow at least a few promising accounts, and then for three weeks, log into Twitter daily 
(ideally using one of the life-changing programs we describe in Chapter 2), catch up on 
messages and click around for five to ten minutes. Every few days, make sure to check the 
trending topics (described in Chapter 2). Finally, spend 30 minutes one day running a few 
searches (also described in Chapter 2) to see what you can learn from the discussions on 
Twitter. 

At the end of three weeks, you’ll have spent five hours total giving a fair shake to the most 
important new communications tool we’ve seen since email. (If it still doesn’t work for you, 
pass this book along to a friend.)
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Get help from Twitter
Twitter has a few dozen employees and millions of users. Given that ratio, the company 
does a remarkable job of providing support. Here are their primary help channels:

1. Twitter’s help pages (http://help.twitter.com) are pretty clear and comprehensive. 
They include good explanations, descriptions of known problems, troubleshooting tips and a 
place to file or check on the status of a support request.

2. If you’ve encountered a spammer, you can send a message to @spam.  
In Chapter 3, we give details on the process.

3. Get Satisfaction hosts forums where people discuss Twitter issues:  
http://getsatisfaction.com/twitter.
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CHAPTER 2 | Listen In
Twitter gives you two superhero strengths everyone wants: the power to read 
people’s thoughts and the ability to overhear conversations as if you were a fly on the wall. 

To get those bionic senses, you need the right tools and a few search skills. In this chapter, 
we give you a guided tour of essential listening on Twitter—the who, what, where, why  
and how.
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Keep on an eye on hot topics
To make your eavesdropping easier, Twitter search has a feature called trending topics. It 
lists the top ten most popular words or phrases being twittered about at any 
given moment. 

Because Twitter refreshes this list regularly, the trending topics reflect the things people are 
most intensely interested in. It often reveals breaking news before mainstream media outlets 
begin reporting (the November terrorist attacks in Mumbai and a number of earthquakes 
trended almost instantly). And it includes durable subjects that people can’t get enough of 
(Sarah Palin was on the list for months).

Here you can see that at the moment, people are talking about Earth Hour (the global 
campaign to have people turn off their lights for a specified hour), the ShamWow pitchman 
scandal, the NCAA March Madness tournament, the release of the movie Monsters vs. 
Aliens and other juicy topics. (In Chapters 1 and 3, we discuss hashtags, or terms preceded 
by the # symbol, which often appear among the trending topics.)

Incidentally, on search results pages, the trending topics appear on the right side of  
your screen. 
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Four important things to search for
If you want really useful search results from Twitter, you have to spend some time playing 
with the advanced search options to figure out the relevant terms and topics people are 
talking about. Here are four topics to get you started:

Your name. It may be known as a “vanity search,” but keeping an eye on what people 
say about you is a smart idea. (Don’t forget that putting quotes around your name can help 
refine the results. Search for “Jane Doe” instead of Jane Doe.)

Your Twitter account name. Don’t miss messages to or about you.

Your company, brand or product. Peek into the minds of customers, competitors, 
journalists and other key constituents. If you’re a local business, use the advanced search 
“Location” option to narrow down results. Also, if your company name is common, use the 
minus sign to weed out inappropriate results. For instance, if you work for Kaiser 
Permanente, search for Kaiser -Chiefs to make sure messages about the band don’t 
overwhelm your results. (Here, a targeted search yields some relevant results.)

Your competitors. Get market intel and ideas. (Chapter 6 offers more ideas for business-
related searching.)
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Track searches with RSS
So you’ve spent time tinkering with Twitter search, and you’ve figured out a few queries that 
bring up useful results. Do you have to head over to Twitter search every hour and type them  
in to see if you’ve got fresh messages? Of course not. 

The most basic way to keep on top of searches is to grab an RSS feed of them. Here’s a 
feed, shown in Google Reader, of messages about the Yankees, posted by people near New 
York, that contain links (and thus are likely to point out stories and pictures on the Web). 

To get a feed, just run your search, and then on the results page, look in the upper-right corner 
for the RSS logo and the link “Feed for this query.”

Of course, it works with simple queries, too, like the results for a search on your name.
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Track search with email alerts 
RSS is all well and good if you’re the kind of geek who spends half your time in an RSS 
reader. But what if you don’t use RSS much or don’t have any idea what RSS even means? 
No problem. TweetBeep has you covered.

TweetBeep (http://tweetbeep.com) will shoot you an email message with an hourly 
or daily digest of tweets that contain your search terms. It’s like Google Alerts, only for 
Twitter instead of the rest of the Web. 
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Find out what people are reading
Because people like to twitter links to interesting things they’ve read, Twitter can be your 
filtered news portal. A lot of the time, the people you follow will serve up more juicy 
reading material than you can ingest. But if you want a snapshot of the most popular stories 
being passed around Twitter, these services can give you insight.

Twitt(url)y (http://twitturly.com) and TweetMeme (http://tweetmeme.com), shown here, 
both track and rank the URLs flying through the Twittersphere. They show the most popular 
links and how many times each has appeared in a tweet. 

MicroPlaza (http://microplaza.com) not only reveals what people are paying attention to 
across Twitter, it also can personalize the results, showing you the most talked about links in 
your Twitter network. 
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Bookmark links to read later
Twitter has a Favorites feature. While you can use it to collect funny or insightful posts, it’s 
also a great way to keep track of things you want to read later. If you mouse 
over a message, a star appears on the right; click that to add the post to your Favorites, 
which appears as a list under your Favorites tab.

This trick can be especially handy when you’re on the road using your phone, and you want 
to save a link to read later on your PC. If you’re using a mobile client (discussed later in this 
chapter), you’ve almost certainly got a built-in favorite feature. If you use Twitter via SMS, 
you can reply to anybody’s last post with the command FAV username to tag that message 
as a favorite. For more text commands, see Chapter 1. 87 
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Life-changing program #1: Twhirl
Compact and good-looking, Twhirl sits on your desktop and delivers a stream of 
tweets. Unlike the Twitter website, it doesn’t require that you refresh in order to see new 
messages—it just flows them out to you.

On the sending side, Twhirl is strong. For each incoming message, it gives you easy options 
to reply, retweet, DM or mark as a favorite. It has a built-in URL-shortening feature that lets 
you choose the compression service. And it integrates with TwitPic, a photo-sharing site for 
tweets, among other services.

On the listening side, Twhirl really shines. It automatically shows you any messages that 
contain @YourUserName, and it creates Twitter search links out of hashtags. To help you 
understand at a glance what’s coming in, it color codes the messages (here, green tells you 
that @YourUserName appears in a post). Perhaps best of all, it lets you create searches, and 
then it inserts the results right in your incoming stream—an incredibly efficient way to keep 
on top of the things that matter to you.

Before installing Twhirl (http://twhirl.org), you must run Adobe Air (http://
www.adobe.com/products/air). That sounds intimidating, but each takes just a few minutes 
to download and run. Be aware that desktop web applications tend to suck up system 
resources over time; be sure to close and restart them every day or so. 

Note: As we were going to press, Twhirl’s company, Seesmic, was in the process of 
launching an updated version of Twhirl, Seesmic Desktop. Keep an eye out for it.
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Life-changing program #2: TweetDeck
TweetDeck is one of the most popular Twitter clients. Why? Because in addition to an array 
of helpful receiving and sending features, it has one outstanding property for 
listening: it lets you group your incoming messages. 

That means that if you follow 300 people, or 3,000, but you really only have time to keep 
up with 30 of them, TweetDeck can show you a column of messages from just your inner 
circle. You can also group messages by keyword or hashtag. Plus, it has a built-in way to 
see TwitScoop trends. 

TweetDeck (http://tweetdeck.com) is a desktop program, and before you install it, you 
need to run Adobe Air (http://www.adobe.com/products/air). That sounds intimidating, 
but each takes just a few minutes to download and run. Be aware that desktop web 
applications tend to suck up system resources over time because they don’t do what 
programmers call “automatic garbage collection.” Be sure to close and restart them every 
day or so. 
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Use a great mobile client
A good deal of Twitter’s appeal comes from the fact that you can send and receive 
messages from anywhere you happen to be with your mobile phone. 
Twitter’s own mobile service, http://m.twitter.com, is fine but basic. If you want to amp up 
your listening on the road, try a dedicated mobile client.

For the iPhone, Twitterific (http://iconfactory.com/software/twitterrific/) and Tweetie 
(http://www.atebits.com/software/tweetie), shown here, are popular.

For the BlackBerry, try TwitterBerry (http://orangatame.com/products/twitterberry) or 
TinyTwitter (http://tinytwitter.com).

Incidentally, you don’t have to run the same mobile and desktop clients. It works totally fine 
to run, say, Twhirl on your desktop and Twitterific on your iPhone.
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Follow smart people you don’t know

You can use Twitter to stay in touch with friends and family. But to get the most out of 
the service, follow at least a few people you don’t already know. They’ll point 
out articles you wouldn’t normally see. They’ll give you a sense of what’s important in 
another region, industry or social sphere. In addition, if you’re using Twitter for professional 
reasons, following peers and thought leaders in your sector can help establish a connection.

A number of services can help you find smart, interesting people to follow. First, start on 
Twitter’s own search site (http://search.twitter.com), look up a few terms that are important 
to you, and see who’s sharing good ideas and links. Then take a look at searchable 
directories like We Follow (http://wefollow.com) and Twellow (http://twellow.com), 
which organize Twitterers by topic.

Finally, try a recommendation engine, like Mr. Tweet (http://mrtweet.net), shown here, or 
Who Should I Follow? (http://whoshouldifollow.com). Based on your Twitter activity 
and existing network, they’ll suggest other Twitterers you might find interesting.

Incidentally, while you’re surfing around these sites, add yourself!
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Figure out who’s influential on Twitter
Figuring out who’s influential on Twitter looks straightforward—just see who has the most 
followers. But don’t be deceived: because Twitter automatically recommends followees 
for new accounts, and because people can game the system, the number of followers 
actually tells you very little about the value or influence of an account.

Take the New York Times’ main account, a feed of headlines from their site (@nytimes). It 
has hundreds of thousands of followers, making it one of the most-followed Twitterers, 
according to Twitterholic (http://twitterholic.com). But it’s very rarely retweeted, 
suggesting people don’t find its posts highly valuable.

Speaking of retweets—a decent measure of influence—there are sites that track who’s been 
retweeted most frequently. The most notable are Retweetist (http://retweetist.com) and 
Retweet Radar (http://retweetradar.com).

It’s also important to know that almost anyone on the list of top Twitterers is probably on 
Twitter’s recommended list for new users. If you check out any of them on TwitterCounter 
(http://twittercounter.com), you’ll see a really sharp spike starting the day they were added 
to the official list. For example, see http://twittercounter.com/timoreilly/all. 

For a more nuanced approach, one that takes into account followers, retweetability and 
other factors, check out Twitalyzer (http://twitalyzer.com), shown here.
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CHAPTER 3 | Hold Great Conversations
A lot of people find Twitter and think, “This is the perfect place to tell the world about 
myself!” After all, the site asks, “What are you doing?” 

But it turns out that Twitter isn’t so much a broadcast medium as it is a 
discussion channel. Indeed, the secret of social media is that it’s not about you, your 
product or your story. It’s about how you can add value to the communities that happen to 
include you. If you want to make a positive impact, forget about what you can get out of 
social media and start thinking about what you can contribute. Funnily enough, the more 
value you create for the community, the more value it will create for you.

In this chapter and the next, we show you how great conversationalists succeed and add 
value to their communities on Twitter.
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Get great followers
If you want tons of followers on Twitter, you’re not alone. But here’s a secret: a small number 
of great followers is much more valuable than a herd of uninterested people. Think about it 
this way: if you’re an accountant twittering about tax tips, what’s the point of having 1,000 
followers if 999 of them are spam bots and war resistors who don’t file taxes?

As a very practical example, when @timoreilly had 30,000 followers who’d been acquired 
organically, about 2,000 of them would click any given link in a tweet (measured via Bit.ly, 
described in Chapters 1 and 6). Now, with more than a quarter of a million followers, he 
gets around 4,000 clicks per tweet. Lesson? Quality followers—i.e., people who care 
enough to follow on their own—are worth more than a great quantity of random followers. 

Drawing smart followers involves three key pieces:

1. Be interesting. The best way to become popular on Twitter is to post messages that 
other people want to read, retweet and respond to. In the next couple of chapters, we show 
how plenty of people are interesting and witty in 140 characters.

2. Be conversational. Engage with people, whether they’re already following you or not. 
People like it. Plus, when prospective followers hit your Twitter account page, they’ll see 
you’re a friendly, thoughtful person. 

3. Follow relevant people. If you follow somebody, there’s a good chance she’ll follow 
you back. Use the tips in Chapter 2 to find people who are interested in the same sort of 
topics you are and follow them. It’s the first step in building a relationship.
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When via is better than RT
Retweeting is a blessing and a curse. It can help important news spread in the blink of an 
eye. But it also can turn your Twitter feed into a noisy stream of redundant updates.

The problem is that, especially in many of the third-party Twitter clients, it’s just too easy to 
retweet. You see a good link. You want to pass it on. You hit the RT button in Twhirl or 
Tweetdeck, then send.

Oops. Even if you’ve passed along something of value, it might have been even more 
valuable if you’d taken the time to put your own spin on it and say why you found 
the link valuable. (Of course, you’d still want to give credit for the original link.)

So pause before you retweet, and write a note that tells the world what this link means to 
you. Then use via to tell the world who showed you the link in the first place. (Via is also 
great for giving credit when you got a link from a source who isn’t on Twitter.)

In an ideal world, use literal retweets only when the original phrasing is unique and a key 
part of what you want to pass on. A straight retweet should show the character of the person 
making the original posting, not just a link.

Unless, of course, it’s news that’s just so hot that you have to pass it on before it burns  
your keyboard. 
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What to retweet
Wondering what to retweet? Researcher Dan Zarrella (@danzarrella) has found four types of 
posts that are commonly retweeted:

1. How-tos and instructional stories or videos

2. News, especially breaking news

3. Warnings (like a scam or virus that’s circulating)

4. Freebies and contests

Those are all pretty easy to figure out. But Twitter is also a great medium for wit, 
and it’s really worth retweeting a unique turn of phrase. We’ve shown a few of 
our favorites here. For a bunch more, see http://radar.oreilly.com/2008/09/twitter-
epigrams-and-repartee.html. 
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Troubleshoot your retweets
To help you retweet with confidence, here’s our FAQ for RTs. 

1. What if adding the retweeting info bumps me over 140 characters? It’s OK 
to edit down or rewrite a message. If you change it substantially, consider using the via form 
described on the previous page.

2. What if I want to add my own comment? No prob, people do it all the time. 
Here we’ve shown two easy ways to do it. Way 1: @PatEx adds a comment after the full RT. 
Pat uses brackets to denote the commentary. Sometimes people use a dash or a couple of 
slashes to create the same effect. Way 2: Tim adds a comment before the RT.

3. Can I change the URL to make it shorter or to track it? Because the earlier 
Twitterer(s) may be trying to track click-throughs on the URL they posted, it’s best not to 
change it. But it’s not a big deal if you do.

4. If the list of people who retweeted is getting too long, can I lop off some  
of them? Yes. Ideally give credit to the first and last person in the chain (RT @first  
via @last).
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Send smart @replies
We see @replies like these every day: 

“I hope not.”

“She’s my favorite!”

“Aren’t we all?”

“Don’t waste your money or time reading the trash he peddles!”

“Wow.”

Seem meaningless to you without context? Seems that way to us, too, and these 
are actual @replies we’ve received. 

The problem is that Twitter gives recipients no way to tell which message an individual 
@reply is responding to. Sometimes, if you send an @reply immediately after somebody 
posts an update, and she happens to get it right away, she’ll know what you’re referring to. 
But if she’s amidst a flurry of twittering, even timeliness isn’t fail-safe.

To ensure that your co-conversationalists know what you’re talking about, do as Beth Kanter 
(@kanter) does here and send @replies that provide a touch of context.
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Three cool hashtag tricks
In Chapter 1, we describe hashtags, which let people group messages by category—making 
them an important element of conversations on Twitter. Once you get the hang of the idea, 
you can adapt it for lots of purposes. Here are a few of our favorite uses:

1. Group chat. Got a discussion you want to hold among a bunch of people who aren’t in 
the same place? Designate a hashtag and a particular hour or so for the chat. Put the word 
out to the appropriate community. Use a tool like TweetGrid (http://tweetgrid.com) or 
TweetChat (http://tweetchat.com) to stay on top of the conversation and moderate it. 
(Note that hashtags are not case sensitive.)

Here you can see a piece of the transcript for #EditorChat with BusinessWeek.com’s editor-
in-chief, John Byrne (@JohnAByrne). Although the conversation looks a little disjointed in this 
format, the forum is emerging as a key place for networking and swapping ideas. For other 
examples of group chats, check Twitter search for #EventProfs (meeting planners) and 
#hcmktg (healthcare marketers).

2. Collect ideas. Ask a question on Twitter (“What are your favorite new romance 
novels?”) and give a hashtag people can use to share their answers (#romance09). 

3. Share an experience. Loving an American Idol performance? Not so thrilled with 
Hollywood’s latest blockbuster? Just felt a tremble? Use a hashtag to weigh in 
(#AmericanIdol, #007, #Earthquake). For events like these, in which lots of people 
participate, there’s almost certain to be an existing hashtag. Check Twitter search. 
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Unfollow graciously
There’s no rule saying that once you follow somebody, you have to follow them forever. In 
fact, one of the useful things about Twitter is that you can follow somebody for a 
while, get a sense of their universe, and then unfollow in order to tune into 
somebody else for a bit.

Twitter itself doesn’t tell somebody when you unfollow her, and in most cases, the person 
won’t know. That said, there are third-party applications that will alert people when they’ve 
been unfollowed. Either way, should you tell them why you’re unfollowing? Nah. Chances 
are, you’re leaving the account for the very reasons other people love it. (Sarah maintains 
@TweetReport and received this charmer on a day when several people asked for more 
twittering.)

To unfollow somebody, head to her account page. Under her picture, click the bar that says 
“Following,” and then in the box that opens, click Remove.

By the way, we can’t recommend signing up for unfollow notices yourself. First, they lend to 
obsessing about popularity. Second, they purport to tell you when people unfollow you after 
a certain tweet, but they rarely, if ever, show that data accurately. We suggest cultivating 
good relationships where you can and not worrying about the rest.
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Don’t auto-DM (for crying out loud)
Imagine you’re at a conference chatting with a few people before the next session starts. 
Suddenly, somebody shouts across the room, “Nice to meet you! You can learn more about 
me and my consulting service at www.iampushy.com.” From another corner of the room you 
hear, “Thanks for being in the same room! Can’t wait to get to know you!” 

You’re likely to consider that sort of overture intrusive. And chances are, it’s not going to 
lead to a meaningful exchange. 

Auto-DMs—which are generic direct messages some people send when you follow them—
work the same way: they’re impersonal, disruptive and almost never spark a good 
conversation. In fact, when you think about them that way, they sound a lot like spam
—which is what they are. 

Take a look at the three examples here: can you imagine the recipient being delighted to get 
them? (She wasn’t.)

If you must acknowledge a new follower, do a little research, figure out what you have in 
common and send a personal message. 
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Don’t spam anyone
Here’s an important point to remember: Twitter is an opt-in medium, which means that if 
you’re obnoxious or even a little bit spammy, people will unfollow you or 
they’ll choose not to follow you in the first place. (They can also block you and suggest  
that you get kicked off Twitter, which we talk about on the next page.) On Twitter, spam  
is self-defeating.

As we discuss on the last page, auto-DMs are a form of spam. A few other forms of 
twittering are also spam, and you should avoid all of them. 

This ought to go without saying, but if you’re DMing people with the goal of selling 
something, you’re committing spam. Don’t kid yourself into thinking that a discount or a 
freebie is a legit message, either. Rule of thumb: if you’re tempted to DM a bunch of people 
you don’t know, you’re very likely about to become a spammer.

Ditto @messages. If you’re sending @messages to people who don’t know you, and your 
notes aren’t in response to something they’ve said or done, or a question or a comment 
related to their expertise, you’ll probably be perceived as a spammer. 

Finally, as in email, if your iffy messages contain links, other people are more likely to 
believe they’re spam.
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Fight spam

Internet culture expert Clay Shirky (@cshirky) has said that online social systems are, by 
definition, “stuff that gets spammed.” Twitter is no exception. 

Twitter spam comes in two primary forms: random @messages and random direct 
messages. If you receive an @message from somebody you don’t know offering a link to a 
site that “will make you feel better” or a direct message suggesting that your ultimate 
happiness is just a click away, you’ve been spammed. Here’s how you can fight it:

Follow Twitter’s spam account, http://twitter.com/spam. After they’ve followed you 
back (which happens right away), DM them the name of any spammy accounts you 
encounter. They’ll follow up, though they won’t send you back a message. (If you need  
help with a non-spam problem, like a TOS violation or an impersonation, go to  
http://help.twitter.com and click Submit A Request.) If it’s easier for you, you can also  
send email to spam@twitter.com with details of the spam tweet you received.

Block the spammer. Just head over to the spammer’s account page and look on the right 
side for the Block link. When you block an account, it can no longer send you messages or 
see yours. In addition, Twitter keeps an eye on blocked accounts to see if they’re spam.

Unfollow the spammer. If you’re following the account, now’s a good time to unfollow 
it. Go to the spammer’s account page, and in the upper-left corner, under the picture, click 
Following. That opens a box where you can click Remove to unfollow. 
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CHAPTER 4 | Share Information and Ideas
Twitter is a terrific place to share information and ideas. But with only 140 characters per 
message—approximately the length of a news headline—clear communication can be 
challenging. 

In this chapter, we look at some of the smartest ways people have found to post 
cool information, achieve clarity and make the most of Twitter’s space 
constraint. 

By the way, if you’re interested in using Twitter to network and help you find a job, pay 
special attention to the ideas in this chapter and the next two. Although the last chapter is 
about business uses of Twitter, a lot of the concepts apply to any professional.
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Be interesting to other people
Twitter routes millions of messages a day about what people are eating for lunch. Not that 
you shouldn’t report on your grilled cheese—or any other details of your day. We’re firm 
believers that exchanging those quotidian snapshots can make people feel more connected 
to each other. 

But do bear in mind that Twitter is an opt-in medium. Which means that if you aren’t 
interesting, people will unfollow you or choose not to follow you in the first place. 

So before you post a message, take a second to think about whether there’s a more 
entertaining or informative way to give the update. Can you make an offbeat 
observation? Poke a little fun at yourself? Add a link that helps people understand what 
you’re talking about?

Tony Hsieh (@zappos), Chris Sacca (@sacca) and Padmasree Warrior (@Padmasree) are 
great models: Three big business movers and shakers who talk about business life only by 
implication, but talk about daily life with great panache.
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Make sure your messages get seen
When you sign up for Twitter, it’s set to show you only the @messages between people 
you’re following. For example, if you’re following Jane but not Joe, you won’t see any 
@messages between Jane and Joe. Conversely, if you’re following both Jane and Pete, you’ll 
see the @messages between them.

Hardly anyone is aware of this setting, but it’s hugely important. Because it 
means that when you start a message with the @ symbol, the vast majority of people won’t 
see it. Which may be fine by you if you’re sending somebody an @reply, but it’s probably 
the opposite of what you want if you’re trying to refer to somebody.

For instance, imagine you’re followed by 3,500 people, ten of whom are also following 
Kermit the Frog. When you twitter, “@kermie’s new book is amazing; get a copy at  
http://bit.ly/kerm,” only the ten people following both of you will see your message.  
Which is almost certainly not your intention. 

The solution is easy: unless you’re sending an @message, don’t start your posts with the @ 
symbol. Instead, rewrite your sentence, or start with something like, “Wow,” “Cool,” “This 
just in.” You get the idea.

Incidentally, you can control the @replies you get. As you can see here, under Settings → 
Notices, there’s an adjustable @replies option. 
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Link to a tweet
Every now and then, you see a tweet so poignant, smart or funny, you want to 
send it around to other people. But how do you link to an individual tweet?

Easy. When you see a message either in your incoming stream of updates or on somebody 
else’s account page, it’ll always include the time it was posted. That time stamp is actually a 
link to the permanent URL for an individual message. Click the time stamp link to open a 
page with that single message.
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Overhear things
Oddball conversations. One-sided cell phone calls. Funny comments. It’s all good fodder 
for the already context-less world of Twitter. 

You can just put quotes around the snippets. Or start your message with “Overheard” or 
“OH” (incidentally, that works for your own thoughts).
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Participate in fundraising campaigns
Fundraising is flourishing on Twitter, most often in micro-form. That is, people organize 
campaigns in which you’re asked to give a very small donation (on another site)—a quarter 
or a couple of dollars—and perhaps a retweet. When enough Twitterers participate, the 
numbers and awareness add up. 

Charity: water (http://www.charitywater.com), for example, has raised several hundred 
thousand dollars through Twitter-based campaigns and Twestival, a worldwide series of 
gatherings to benefit the organization.

If you see a campaign roll across your screen, consider participating and passing along the 
word. Of course, due diligence is always in order: at a minimum, check out the website of 
the organization sponsoring the event.

If you’re looking to organize a campaign on Twitter, sites like TipJoy (http://tipjoy.com) 
can help you with payment processing. Beth Kanter’s blog (How Nonprofits Can Use Social 
Media, http://beth.typepad.com/) can help you figure out what’s worked, and what hasn’t, 
in Twitter-based fundraising so far. 
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Post on the right days
A number of researchers have found that the most tweets are sent on Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays. While that may sound like a high-traffic time to avoid, it turns 
out that’s when the most retweets are sent, too, suggesting those are the days when 
people are most likely to pay attention to your messages.

Along the same lines, for maximum exposure in the U.S., send your messages during Eastern 
Time business hours.

The chart here, from HubSpot’s late 2008 “State of the Twittersphere” report, shows  
the mid-week pattern. 2009 research has confirmed the trend. (For the full report, see 
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/4439/State-of-the-Twittersphere-Q4-2008-
Report.aspx.)
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Repost important messages
One of the glorious aspects of Twitter is that, unlike email, it doesn’t require a response— 
or even a glance. Indeed, many people treat it as a river of messages, dipping in when 
they happen to be next to the stream. 

That behavior is important to understand because it means that unless people see 
your message within five minutes of your posting it, they’re very unlikely to see it at all. 
Five minutes? Yup, five minutes. Pete Dimaio (@pdimaio) at Fuel Interactive has done 
research showing that nearly all responses and retweets happen within five minutes of a 
posting; after that, responses drop off to nearly nothing. We’ve seen the same pattern 
ourselves, and here we’ve shown it in action: This Bit.ly chart illustrates the click-throughs 
on a link Tim recently twittered. As you can see, nearly all of the responses occurred  
right away.

And that pattern is important to understand because it means that if you have something 
important to twitter about, it’s a good idea to repeat yourself at least a couple of times, at 
different hours and probably over the course of several days. 

Reposting can feel awkward at first, but you can do it artfully (change your message and 
refer to the earlier ones), especially if your message is clearly significant, non-commercial 
and not wildly self-promoting. And bear in mind that each message is just a sentence or 
two, so you’re not imposing much on your followers.
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CHAPTER 5 | Reveal Yourself
Twitter asks the question, “What are you doing?” Although people now use Twitter to share 
the many kinds of ideas and information we describe in Chapter 4, they initially used it to 
answer that question. So they reported that they were going for a bike ride, making bacon 
sundaes or watching the dog chew on a sofa cushion. Because they could send updates not 
only from their computers but from their phones, too, people also twittered that they were 
sitting next to Bono on a flight to Zimbabwe, being handed a parking ticket on 5th Avenue 
or getting crummy service at Wal-Mart. 

Although status updates like that may sound mundane, people on Twitter have found that 
becoming aware of what your friends, family and colleagues are doing 
leads to a lightweight but meaningful intimacy. Sociologists refer to this 
phenomenon as “co-presence,” or the sense of being with others. Non-academics, when 
they have a name for it at all, call it “ambient intimacy” or, more commonly in work 
situations, “ambient awareness.” You could think of it as a cross between ESP and what 
your mother might call “keeping in touch.”

In this chapter, we look at things you can do to boost your personal connections on Twitter.
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Post personal updates
Whether you use Twitter primarily for professional reasons or personal reasons, other 
people like little glimpses into your life—probably more than you think. It helps 
them feel connected, it lends authenticity to your voice and it helps you build relationships. 
As a bonus, it means that when you see each other in person, instead of having a 
conversation that goes, “How’ve you been?” “Fine,” you can have this conversation:

“Hey, saw that you were in Princeton last week. Did you have a chance to eat at Hoagie 
Haven?”

“Went twice—once for breakfast. Sounds like you’ve been busy with your new community 
garden. I used to have one when I lived in Brooklyn, and I loved it. How’s yours going?”

Etcetera.

You don’t have to reveal every little detail, but a few small updates can go a long way in 
fostering friendliness.
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Go beyond “What are you doing?”
You don’t have to limit your personal posts to answering the question, “What are you 
doing?” You can use your 140 characters to post thoughts, observations, 
advice, funny conversations, poetry, jokes, quotes, etcetera.

You get the idea. (If you don’t, we’ve included a few choice examples here.)
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Use the right icon
There are a couple of things to think about for your icon: fitting in and 
standing out. 

By “fitting in,” we mean: if you want other people to recognize you as a friendly human on 
Twitter, use a photo or drawing that shows your face recognizably. 

By “standing out,” we mean: bear in mind that most people will see your Twitter updates 
while they’re glancing at a slew of messages. You can see here that some pop out more 
clearly than others. Play around with your icon until you hit on a variation that will help 
people find you in Twitter’s small format.

You can find the icon upload under Settings → Picture.
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Fill out your full bio (it takes two seconds)
When you sign up for Twitter, the system asks you just for your name and username. So it’s 
easy to blow off the rest of your profile settings, which include your location, a URL for you and 
a brief bio. But other people like those details, so jump in and add them. 

Bonus: the more information you share, the less you look like a spammer. To wit: which of the 
accounts shown here are you more likely to follow?

In Chapter 1, we give tips on filling out your profile, which you can find under  
Settings → Account.
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Spiff up your background: Part 1
When people click over to your Twitter account page, they get an eyeful. Your icon, your 
bio, your latest tweets—and your background. The cool thing is that you can customize 
your background in a number of ways, bringing some additional personality to 
your page.

If you do nothing, your page looks like the upper example here—which isn’t bad. If you 
want to take it another step, you can change just the colors (background, sidebar, links and 
outlines), as you can see in the middle example. The lower example shows one of several 
nifty themes Twitter has created for your backgrounding pleasure.

You can take care of all the visual tweaks under Settings → Design.
177 
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Spiff up your background: Part 2
To really punch up your Twitter background, upload a photo to create a pleasing 
wallpaper effect (you can find the option under Settings → Design; any image under 800K 
works), and then adjust the colors to match, as shown here. Or try a site like Twitter 
Gallery (http://twittergallery.com) for fun themes.

For a custom background that includes more info about you (the Bio field gives you just 
160 characters), TwitBacks (http://twitbacks.com) offers a bunch of good choices (the 
PRNewswire profile shown in Chapter 6 uses a TwitBacks template).

You can also create a fully personalized background using Photoshop or a similar 
program. Among the good blog posts on the subject, this one, by Chris Spooner 
(@chrisspooner), really stands out and includes a flock of good examples: http://
www.blog.spoongraphics.co.uk/tutorials/twitter-background-design-how-to-and- 
best-practices. 

If your graphics skill is limited to PowerPoint or Keynote, this post, by Tomas Carrillo 
(@tomascarrillo), guides you through building a background in your favorite presentation 
program: http://theclosetentrepreneur.com/create-a-twitter-background-using-powerpoint.
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Cross-post to your Facebook account
As you have probably noticed, Twitter updates and Facebook status updates are a lot alike. 
The biggest difference is that on Twitter, your messages are probably public, whereas on 
Facebook, only people you’ve mutually approved can see what you’re up to.

Given the similarity, it may make sense to cross-post and have messages you send  
out on Twitter also show up on Facebook. There are two common reasons you  
might cross-post:

You tend to be inactive on Facebook, so feeding in tweets livens up your Facebook presence.

You use Facebook to connect with a lot of casual acquaintances, and feeding in tweets lets 
you collect a lot of comments.

Many third-party programs will let you cross-post automatically (see Chapter 2 for a few 
recommendations). You can also use a Facebook app to help you out. Selective Twitter 
Status (http://apps.facebook.com/selectivetwitter/) lets you choose which tweets also post 
to Facebook. The Twitter Facebook app (http://apps.facebook.com/twitter/) cross-posts 
all of your tweets. To post simultaneously across a bunch of social networking sites, try 
Ping.fm (http://ping.fm).
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Keep track of friends and family
If you find that following a flock of professional contacts and celebrities means you forget to 
connect with friends and family on Twitter, use a tool that helps you see their 
messages easily. 

Three ideas: 

1. Grab the RSS feeds for your high-priority accounts (described in Chapter 1).

2. Get phone updates just for the people whose messages you want to be certain you 
see (shown here and described in Chapter 1).

3. Use TweetDeck (described in Chapter 3) or another third-party app that lets you group 
incoming messages.
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CHAPTER 6 | Twitter for Business:  
Special Considerations and Ideas
If you’re twittering on behalf of your company or in a primarily professional capacity, you’ve 
got a few additional challenges to make your Twitter account successful. In fact, everything 
we’ve said already applies to you; here we discuss additional considerations and 
ideas to make your company’s twittering really sing. 

If you want examples of other companies on Twitter, check out TrackingTwitter  
(http://trackingtwitter.com), which lists brands, media, television and celebrities. Twibs 
(http://twibs.com), another directory, isn’t limited to brands. ExecTweets  
(http://exectweets.com) showcases the twittering of businesspeople.

Incidentally, if you’re interested in internal micromessaging for your organization—which  
a lot of companies find to be an inbox-freeing revelation—two of the top providers are 
Yammer (http:/yammer.com) and Present.ly (http://presentlyapp.com).
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What will be different in  

three months, six months or a year  

because we’ve engaged  

on Twitter? 

Have clear goals
Because it’s so lightweight, Twitter may tempt you to just dive in and give it a try. Which is  
a reasonable approach if you’re an individual. 

But for companies, an unfocused stab at twittering can lead to accounts that 
don’t represent the business well or that conflict with other communication 
channels. Twitter is littered with corporate accounts that somebody started with good 
intentions but then abandoned after a short period, leaving a permanent, public record of 
corporate neglect. In addition, twittering can suck up staff time; why assign resources to 
Twitter if you don’t know what you’re hoping to get out of it?

Twitter gives you an unparalleled opportunity to build relationships with customers and other 
constituents, and we suggest you think of it in those terms, rather than as part of a 
campaign. That said, you can do yourself a big favor by spending some time thinking 
through what you’d most like to get out of your account or accounts and whether you’ll 
measure that.

Your goals might include things like: better serving your existing customers; increasing your 
customer base; offering customer service; connecting with potential partners; and so forth. 
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Integrate with your other channels
Twitter is cool, but it’s not magic. It’s part of your communications toolkit, and it probably  
fits with at least a few of your departments or functions: customer service, PR, marketing, 
product development, human resources, etcetera—all of whom are using a bunch of tools  
to connect with people.

For instance, if you think of your account as an information booth where you share tips, 
links, promos and so forth, but people come to you with questions and complaints, your 
company needs to be able to respond with appropriate information. We’ve too often seen 
corporate accounts that post messages like, “@customer: That’s a shame. Call us to get the 
problem resolved.” And then there’s no phone number given. For a customer who’s already 
having a problem, that sort of reply simply amps up her frustration. Much better to provide 
specific contact info, or even take the conversation to DM, get the customer’s contact info, 
and then have customer service follow up.

To have accounts that truly engage on behalf of your company, make sure 
people throughout your organization are aware of any corporate twittering and that you 
have some basic systems set up to route and resolve inquiries and complaints. Of course, if 
you spend time listening, as we recommend earlier in this chapter, you’ll be able to plan 
ahead for the kinds of queries you might need to field.

In addition to integrating with your departments, coordinate your Twitter, Facebook and 
other social media accounts to provide consistent information.
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Start slow, then build
A big concern execs—and pretty much everyone—has about Twitter is that it will be  
a black hole of time for employees. And it can be. 

To avoid that problem altogether, start slow, posting perhaps once a day or just a few 
times a week and answering questions several times a day. Then, if the account proves 
useful, start devoting more time and resources to it. If it doesn’t pan out, you haven’t put  
a hard-to-justify amount of time into it.

Here we use TweetStats (http://tweetstats.com) to look at the Twitter activity for  
Des Moines’ Mars Café. They started off slow, found Twitter to be a useful tool, and then 
amped up their posting. (The last month is low because at the time of this screenshot, the 
month had just started.)
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Figure out who does the twittering
Twitter is a social medium. So if you have to choose between a person who has 
perfect information to share but doesn’t really get or like twittering and a 
person who totally embraces the medium, choose the latter. Then find a way to 
support that person with extra information and access to the people who tend to be your 
knowledge hubs.

Incidentally, we can’t recommend outsourcing your twittering to a PR, ad or marketing 
agency. While that might appear to be an appealing time-saver, it’s highly unlikely to yield 
the kinds of relationships that customers expect, and it could easily backfire if people get the 
feeling they’re being sold to.

In fact, some of the most successful Twitterers are also the busiest. Check out ExecTweets 
(http://exectweets.com) for a list of C-level businesspeople who twitter. Some executive 
Twitterers (like @timoreilly or @JohnAByrne) share the information flow of their business; 
others, like @zappos, mostly share the flow of their lives. But it doesn’t have to be an 
either/or deal: check out how effectively Tony Hsieh promotes Zappos on his Twitter page! 
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Reveal the person behind the curtain
The biggest opportunity Twitter gives you is the chance to show the 
personality and humanness behind your organization. When you do so, you 
create the Petri dish in which you can grow conversations with people and establish 
relationships on a relatively intimate level. 

But people aren’t interested in connecting with a nameless, faceless entity. So once you’ve 
decided who’s going to do the twittering for your company, be absolutely sure to identify 
him or her on your Twitter account page.

In your profile settings (under Settings → Account), use the Name field to identify the 
company, and then use the 160-character Bio to identify the person or people behind the 
account. 

The right-side bio for this PR Newswire account says, “I’m Vicky, PR Newswire’s Director of 
Audience Development. I love to chat about the who-what-when-where of media/social 
media.” Then she’s filled out the rest of the profile nicely and taken identification a beautiful 
step further by creating a custom background (described in Chapter 5) that includes her 
picture, email address and a more detailed bio. 

When people connect with this account, they really know who they’re getting.
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media.” Then she’s filled out the rest of the profile nicely and taken identification a beautiful 
step further by creating a custom background (described in Chapter 5) that includes her 
picture, email address and a more detailed bio. 

When people connect with this account, they really know who they’re getting.
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Manage multiple staff Twitterers
If you’ve got more than one person twittering from an account, you need a way to 
identify the crew. It’s a good idea to have a three-pronged approach:

1. Include names in the 160-character Bio. That’s the place that search engines 
look for information, and it’s also the place the Twitter API will draw from to represent 
your account in third-party clients and applications (described in Chapter 2). Of course, 
160 characters isn’t much room, and you may wind up just listing first names and perhaps 
the team department.

2. Create a custom background, like the one shown here, to identify 
everyone. The vast majority of people will see your account on the Twitter website, and 
a custom background like this—which includes the name, picture, personal accounts and 
initials for each person—is a great way to go. 

3. Sign messages with the initials of whomever is posting. Just prefix the 
initials with a piece of punctuation to help signal that it’s a signature.
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Make sure you’re findable
A common mistake organizations make on Twitter is filling out the profile in 
a way that makes it hard for people to find your company when they search 
for you (under Find People → Find on Twitter). 

The problem arises when you use the Name field to list the person who does the twittering. 
Instead, put the company name there, and describe the person in the Bio field. Why? 
Because Twitter’s search looks in the Name field, not the Bio to determine whether the 
account somebody is searching for exists. And in the vast majority of cases, people search 
for your company name, not your employee’s name. 

In addition, the Name rather than the username is what Twitter uses when it emails 
somebody to say you’ve followed her. So if your account name is GeneralElectric, but your 
Name is Joe Smith, people will get notifications that Joe Smith is following them, and they 
may not realize the account is really for GE.
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Be conversational
As we discuss earlier in this chapter, Twitter is a terrific medium for conversation, and it’s 
what people on the system expect. In fact, if you refrained from one-way PR blasts and 
instead participated in lots of exchanges, you’d be using Twitter in a way that you 
can’t do with any other communication channels.

What does conversation look like? A lot of @messages, as described in Chapters 1 and 3. 
This Hoovers account is a good example: three of the four messages you can see are 
@replies, and the top message uses the @ convention to refer to the author of the article 
listed. Increasingly, corporate and organizational accounts look like this.

(Remember: @replies are usually seen only by people following both parties to the 
conversation. So if you want your reply to be seen by all your followers, don’t put the  
@ at the very beginning of the tweet. For more on this important issue, see Chapter 4.)
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Retweet your customers
As we discuss in Chapters 1 and 3, retweeting is an essential part of the way people hold 
conversations on Twitter. To really be part of the community, then, do as the Romans 
do and retweet people. 

Doing so shows them respect and amplifies their voices—both great actions for building 
relationships. It also shows that you have similar interests (as in the Kodak example here),  
or that you’re happy to help get their question answered (as in the JetBlue example).
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Post mostly NOT about your company
Kathy Sierra has said, “With few exceptions, the worst mistake a ’business blog’ can make 
is to blog about the business.” The same principle holds true in Twitter. 

If you’re a brand that a lot of people already adore, you can probably get away with 
posting mostly about your own company—people love you, and they want more. But if 
you’re an unknown entity to most people, or if you have a mixed reputation, or if you just 
want to take your Twitter relationships to another level, think about Twitter as a way 
to exchange mutually interesting information. 

So rather than post a lot of information about your company, aim instead to post mostly 
third-party links, resources and tips that would be of interest to people who follow you. The 
examples shown here both do exactly that. 

Wesabe is a personal finance site, and they’re all about cool ways to save money; the link 
shown here goes to another site that describes an iPhone app for finding free ATMs. In the 
Museum of Modern Art example, the link is to a blog that has no affiliation with MoMA, but 
the story about sculptor Richard Serra is of great interest to his fans. MoMA counts itself 
among that group, and a lot of its followers are likely to do so, too.

Taking this approach helps build your credibility with customers, potential customers and 
other constituents. It also makes you a more likely go-to source for journalists.
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Make money with Twitter
Because Twitter can drive a lot of traffic to your sites (as we mentioned on the previous 
page), think hard about how you can use it to help people find good deals you 
offer. Among the successful tactics companies use:

1. Promotions. Offer Twitter-specific discount codes. Some companies report that lower-
priced items are much more likely to get uptake. Do some testing to see what works for you.

2. Contests. If there’s one thing the Twitterverse loves, it’s a good contest. Fun, creative 
games with good rewards can generate a lot of attention. (If you run a contest, be sure to 
describe it on your website and include legal details.)

3. Sale announcements. Let people know when you run a great sale. Or if you run an 
outlet, post choice new items as they hit your inventory.

By the way, contests and solid deals tend to get retweeted, so they can be a good way of 
drawing not just business, but legitimate new followers, too. Also, if you offer deals, try 
posting them a number of times to get on the radar of a lot of people.
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Report problems…and resolutions
Twitter is a great place to acknowledge that your company is having some kind of problem. 
Your site is down. Your conference hotel ballroom is flooded. One of your stores has run out 
of Cabbage Patch Kids. Letting people know that you’re aware of the issue— 
and that it may be causing them some pain—is just good, human service.

Of course, Twitter also gives you the chance to let people know you’ve rectified  
the situation.
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Post personal updates
As we said earlier in this chapter, Twitter gives you a phenomenal chance to 
reveal the human side of your organization, helping people connect with a 
person or people who work for you. That starts with identifying your Twitterers. The next 
step is posting the occasional personal update. 

The personal updates don’t have to be constant, and it’s fine if they’re work-related.  
But do add them in sometimes, as your followers like getting them a lot more than you  
probably expect.

For instance, the Dunkin Donuts post here is a link to the company’s HQ parking lot during 
a snowstorm. Sound mundane? 400 people have clicked through to check it out. 

You might be surprised, but little posts like that can go a long way toward building 
relationships.
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Engage journalists and PR people
Twitter is home to thousands of journalists, media workers and PR people. If you’re looking 
to get a little exposure for your company, Twitter can be a great place to connect 
with these folks. Here are a few tips for doing so:

1. Post great messages. If your Twitter account is a resource in your sector, journalists 
will trust you quite a bit more. And they may even find you through RTs and comments other 
people make.

2. Follow the media people who cover your sector. Often, they twitter out when 
they’re looking for sources. In addition, following them is a step toward building a 
relationship—but proceed with caution; they have a lot of people trying to buddy up to 
them, and they can smell self-interest from miles off. (We’re media people ourselves, so we 
know whereof we speak.)

3. Follow HARO (@skydiver). HARO stands for Help A Reporter Out, and it’s  
the brainchild of Peter Shankman, who regularly posts inquiries from reporters looking  
for sources.
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Integrate Twitter with your products
Twitter has an API (for you non-geeks, that’s a data service), which means that if you have 
a web-based product or service, you may be able to integrate Twitter right into your site. 

For example, personal finance site Wesabe lets you twitter your expenses directly to your 
account. TrackThis lets you use Twitter DMs to track your packages. iMeem, a social 
network for sharing cool media, lets you twitter out the music you’re listening to.

Companies with integrations say their users who avail themselves of the Twitter 
features are often their most avid fans.

Of course, you can also build independent services right on top of the Twitter API. One of 
our favorites is StockTwits (http://stocktwits.com), which turns twittered ticker symbols 
into links that take you to real-time listings of all the posts about that company.

For more information about building your own Twitter applications and integrations, check 
out Twitter API: Up and Running by Kevin Makice (@kmakice) (O’Reilly Media, 2009;  
http://oreilly.com/catalog/9780596154615).
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Follow everyone who follows you 
(almost)
Individuals have a lot of choice in whom and how many they follow, but businesses have 
less latitude. Because when somebody follows you, they’re saying, “I’m interested in you 
and in having conversations with you.” When you follow them back, you’re sending  
the same message, which will probably delight them. In addition, following back 
opens the DM channel (described in Chapter 1), which can be key for customer support. 

When you don’t follow back, you can appear distant, disinterested or arrogant—exactly  
the opposite of what your organization is likely aiming for on Twitter.

That said, there are pitfalls to following all your followers. First, it takes time (though there 
are third-party programs that will auto-follow for you). Second, you can easily wind up 
following spammers, porn stars and other people you may not want associated with  
your company. 

If you have time to check out each follower, great. If not, we recommend not sweating it too 
much and following back everyone, though you might skip the accounts with vulgar names. 

By the way, if you find that following everyone means you can’t keep on top of  
important accounts, use one of the tricks described in Chapter 5 to keep track of high-
priority accounts.
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Three key tools for business accounts
As a business twitterer, you’re likely to need a few extra-strength tools for analyzing 
trends and managing your accounts. Here are a handful we like a lot:

1. Twist (http://twist.flaptor.com) lets you compare the incidence of different topics on 
Twitter. It’s great for getting a sense of whether one idea is more popular than others.

2. TweepDiff (http://tweepdiff.com) is a great tool for comparing the followers of your 
various accounts. It’s handy when you’re wondering whether there’s a big overlap in the 
constituents for different accounts.

3. CoTweet (http://cotweet.com) is a third-party client designed for corporate use. It’s got 
an array of thoughtful features to help you manage multiple posters and multiple accounts. 
The downside? As we were going to press, CoTweet was still in private beta—with a 
promise to release publicly in early summer. Keep an eye out.
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Thanks for helping and inspiring us on this edition:
@abdur @adam @adamwitwer @biz @bgreelee @bonniedone 
@chrisbrogan @dalepd  @danmil @deanmeistr @digitalroyalty 
@doctorow @dontgetcaught @ediefr @ellnmllr @ericries @ev 
@fineyoungknife @fredwilson @genny_spencer @gnat @grader 
@heymarci @hotdogsladies @jack @jamesoreilly @jeffpulver @jenbee 
@jeremy @jimog @jkrums @jokerwonga @joshmilstein @jowyang 
@jwikert @kanter @kathysierra @kati @katmeyer @keppie_careers 
@laurelatoreilly @lmilstein @maggie @mala @markfrauenfelder 
@mashable @mattcutts @matthewburton @naypinya @oreillybrett 
@padmasree @pahlkadot @petermeyers @pistachio @prnewswire 
@sacca @saragoldstein @sarapeyton @sarawinge @skydiver @sreenet 
@terrie @the_real_shaq @tonystubblebine @veen @venturehacks 
@wesabe @xenijardin @zappos @zoefinkel
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Continuing the conversation
We want to have a conversation with you about new uses of Twitter and  
the future of this book. We’ll be updating it regularly with what we learn from you.  
Post comments using the hashtag #TwitterBook, and also feel free to reach out to us:  
@timoreilly and @sarahm.

For great Twitter tips and resources, follow Sarah’s additional account: @TweetReport.
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